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CHANG IN G N OW

ASF KZN Reaching out to school
The ASF KZN region Lift 2 new school shoes, 4 peers We have two more students
as you rise project took
of Shocks, Girl’s tunic, 2
from khalipha primary
place at Khandisa primary school shirts, Boy’s long
school which we will be
school. 10 members
buying soon.
from the region were
I can say this event
present when this event
was a success and we
took place and it was a
still looking forward
day to remember not
to more event of this
only to the staff and
nature and also we
children of Khandisa
want to thank God for
primary school but also
giving us such an opto us as ASF members.
portunity to touch
Caption describing picture
We manage to buy new
these young children.
or
graphic.
full school uniform for
two students a girl and
By Phumla Khathi
boy. Initially the president Mr. Tshepo
ASF KZN ChairperMokoka requested that
son
we at least buy school
shoes and as the region
we saw a need to buy the school grays, School jersey.
On the day the theme was
full school uniform.
Mathew 25 vs. 40-44.
We bought them:

GP/MP Launches a new branch
An'soc NWU is the newly
affiliated body at the
North West Vaal campus.
it was launched on the
19th of February 2012 in
the presence of the ASF
General Secretary and regional chairperson. we
currently have 9 members

but we still trying to recruit
other Anglican students.
An'soc NWU is working
together with An'soc VUT
because we still learning
other things about the
whole An'soc activities and
objectives. This branch is
regarded as the babies of

GP/MP region because we are
the last An'soc to be formed at
this region. An'soc NWU
loves being the last born of
the region and we willing to
learn more and work together
with other An'socs.
Refiloe “fifiwa—Jesu” Dingalo
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My ASF Experience

M

y belief in individualism
is very strong and it
goes beyond what one wears and so
much more. It is more on how people prefer to convey themselves in
all facets of their lives. I believe
that Anglican Society (AN’SOC)
encourages uniqueness and diversity. Considering the fact that I was
born and raised in a Southern-Sotho
family that has always been members of the Uniting Reformed
Church in Southern Africa
(URCSA) it is also known as Dutch
in black communities as well as
N.G Kerk in Afrikaans communities. I never thought I would have
to spend my Sunday mornings at
any other church than URCSA.
“To catch the reader's attention, place an

interesting sentence or quote from the story

here.”

Reality struck and my perception
progressed from 2-Dimensional to
3-D point of view. When I moved
to the Western Cape from a township called Daveyton in the east of
Johannesburg (Ekurhuleni) Gauteng. A very crazy friend of mine
introduced me to ANSOC Bellville,
when I first attended a service I enjoyed myself it took me back home,
I think it was because I went with
someone I knew. After attending
that service I was reluctant to go
back to the services on Sunday’s as
well as their social events- personally I felt unwelcomed it was as if
the people did not have a strategy
of welcoming new people, fortunately enough things have changed
thus far I think it is better than then.
Surprising enough I opened up last
year and realised that if I didn’t
open up it was going to hard for
other people to interact with me.
From my observation ASF/
ASFAC TS

when I’m in doubt. I think that
ASF members truly represent UBUNTU/ HUMANITY, to me UbANSOC members are “OFF
untu means the ethics and relaTHEIR ROCKERS” meaning that tions that arise in extended family.
they are crazy but in a very funny
way and are pleasurable to be
Yes, the members of An’soc Bellaround. I have learned a lot from ville are indeed my extraordinary
every single person (Parish,
family, as the PEC members normother, our ASF regional chair- mally say ASF is “A family away
person, President and the rest of
from home” according to me that
crazies), these people possess disis a profound statement.
similar characteristics from one
another. I had no idea what ASF I am a Southern-Sotho girl and my
meant, I found out what the acro- father normally says “Ntja pedi ha
nym stands for towards the end of e hlolwe ke sebata” it simply
the year when I became a mem- means that it is better to do things
in a team than as an individual. I
ber of the ANSOC UWC BEC.
did not understand what that
Thanks to every single person
meant but he explained the phrase
that was part of 2012’s orientation week, they clarified some of and I realised that ASFers do that,
the things I didn’t understand re- we work together despite our differences.
garding ASF/ANSOC.
I have always been forthright, but
I always had a question that I
asked a lot- is everything possible? Many people always came
up with things they thought were
impossible, I count myself in that
bunch. My perspective is this
possibility grows in the fruitful
grounds of believing and positivity; when a person is negative and
feeling miserable in some way
they minimize the possibilities in
their lives. When I joined
ANSOC I kind of changed the
way I viewed life, due to the fellowship, the spirit of giving, protocol etc. I quote Rinus le Roux’s
words “possibility does not depend on what we know or what
we think we know, it depends on
our mind-set, our willingness to
believe that everything is possible.” These are the words I think
of

I love ANSOC ka lerato la lurv!
Kelello Ntsoaki Moeketse
Organiser: ANSOC BellvilleUWC (2011-2012

NOTICE
The Tombstone Unveiling of
the late Mr. Sipho Mthethwa
will be on the 05 May 2012 at
New Castle in KZN.
More info: Siyabonga
Mthethwa +27 79 616 3167
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Editors Notes
emphasizing the importance of
this our communication tool
“ASFACTS” and blaming other
people for not producing enough
issues of ASFacts. The big question is; who is suppose to communicate through this newsletter? Massages have been sent out
to Regions, An'socs and individuals to share their stories with us
through this newsletter but only
a few responded. This applies
even with the PEC members who
would like to pass my sincere are suppose to be in the fore
and humble greetings to all AS- front in making sure that this
Fers and a very warm welcome to the
news letter continues to be our
ASF Family, this is your home away from platform to communicate in behome. Communication is a very big term tween our conferences.
and broad term and it is often InterIt is my appeal to you all espepreted in many different forms. At ASF
cially the one who is reading this
conference we “communicate” a lot ,

I

know these individuals.

right now. Please after reading ,
send an article for the next edition.
Even if its your reIt is my appeal to
sponse to this
“Editors Note” it will you all especially
be greatly apprecithe one who is
ated . May God be
reading this right
with you all as we
now. Please after
prepare for the proreading , send an
vincial conference. Let
article for the
us all prepare ournext edition.
selves for this life
changing event. Enjoy Even if its your
reading this newslet- response to this
ter and I am wishing “Editors Note”
you a wonderful,
blessed and fruitful
year.
Zanothando “G” Tshayingwe
ASF Provincial MPO

Eastern Cape regional chairperson 2
consecutive terms and then as the ProThapelo Mabule the former ASF
President is getting married to Dusty vincial Media and Project Officer of
P Mogapi an ASF member from Free ASF in 2005/06. Phila was one of the
State region. Thapelo is a well know passionate leaders in ASF who always
member of ASF who has been active believed in the growth and sustainability
of ASF.
and passionate about ASF and the
work of God. He studied at the Uni- There is another wedding that is taking
versity of the Western Cape where he place in ASF this month. Just look
served in the An'soc executive under around either on facebook or wait for
the guidance of Rev. Russel Blasso- the organizational report during the conples. He was elected as the ASF
ference and it will give you all the dePresident in 2008 when the confertails.
ence was hosted in the free state region. There is something special to
n case you didn't know or Thapelo about Free State.
Phila Jolobe the former ASF Media
rather were not aware, there are a
lot of successful marriages out there and Project office is also getting
and some of them met in one of the married to Thandokazi Madyibi the
ASF gatherings. The following are former Chairperson of An'soc
the people who will be getting mar- NMMU.
ried this month . These are the peo- Phila studied at NMMU. He was
ple who served in ASF and you
elected on his first year as the ASF

WEDDING BELLS
@ ASF

I
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ASF and Role of
opinions

E
Ncumisa Magadla

mission of ASF

Keeping in mind your purpose sets a
path for whatever you do and say, turning ourselves into our each other’s enemies in the name of being honest, being
true to other’s might not work for everyone; your sense of sincerity must not
affect the other person.

veryone is rightfully titled to
tone out opinions and we are at
no place to cross-ways with your Being honest does not necessary mean
‘VOICE’ being listened to.
you have to let the whole world know
But its different when dealing with a group about it, where as you can go to the perof people who have their thoughts as well, son, talk and make peace, many people
where you have to compromise and let go have different and delusional influences,
of some of the things you thought they’re and we continue asking ourselves why
important, considering the people who are some people leave.
going to critic the outcome, where you
Things that usually destroy organizawon’t be précised as an individual but as a tions are the little chats we have in the
group.
corners, the one’s we are not certain

ASF is a student’s coalition, forgetting that
at any instance when dealing with matters
affecting it, you will lose guidelines and
Leaders and put yourself first instead of everyone. This
comes back to what you say to the person
members let us
sitting next to you, chatting to or calling.
not forget the Let us mind what we say, and mind the
people we talk to, “one heard, one passed”
purpose and

“seeks to serve the needs of students and
communities, to proclaim the Gospel of
Christ and to develop mature Christian
students for leadership in church and
society.”

Social sites are our way of communiqué
but they pose as much danger as private
inboxes that flow through a group of people. The least you expect to read what you
write are the ones who pay attention to the
little details you note down. The negativity
is not going to take us far so as letting go,
if you have a burning matter run it through
the leadership and not paint it so everyone
could see what we go through.

about, and we rupture them in public,
which can be avoidable.
Ask yourself about the necessity of talking about things that are not in the mission statement of the organization in
public and those who are above you,
think of the harm and who is going to do
the damage control, now look back and
think of sharing the good of your branch
and the beauty out of it.

Let us learn by heart we form part of the
Anglican Church of Southern Africa and
we represent. Forget what one does;
focus on the continuity and success of
you and ASF. Do not use people’s
names. Do not write about people’s personal lives, we are not perfect and our
We call ourselves a family but we don’t act role to play is strengthening Christianity
like how family does (sometimes). In a
in youth and not the other way round.
family if one has a problem they first talk
Ncumisa Magadla
to the ones older, you may never know
they have been in the same situation beDid you know
fore; they could even help prior to going to Ncumisa Magadla was the secretary of
the rest of the community for help, unless An’soc CPUT Bellville campus ?
you don’t have faith and trust in your fam- Life is too short to live on regrets?
ily leaders, but how is that possible?
Leaders and members let us not forget the
purpose and mission of ASF
ASFAC TS

“seeks to serve the needs of students and

Kopano is the chairperson of NUL An'soc?

Bongane Yawo is the Chairperson of CPUT
Bellville campus?
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together with some SRS
members, other students
and NUL campus media. It
was very difficult for teachers at the school to pick 2
children out of the rest because majority of pupils
there didn't have school
uniform and shoes, we saw
this challenged while we
were there and as a result
we decided to do more
means in order to give
s Lesotho re- more children. After giving
gion we decided to do the that day we went out on a
mission to seek for donaLift as you rise project at
branch level so that more tions everywhere in the
country with a with a tarchildren can benefit from
this project. NUL (National get to get 30 more school
shoes for the school chilUniversity of Lesotho)
An'soc first bought school dren as they go to school
uniforms for 2 kids (a boy bare footed, Up to so far
and a girl) at a local school we manage to donate 14
more pairs of shoes and we
called Monyooe Primary
School, we went there on have ordered more 25
pairs of shoes and they will
22/02/2012 as the An'soc

17 Children
benefit from
Lift as you
rise in Lesotho Region

A

After giving that
day we went out
on a mission to
seek for donations
everywhere in the
country with a
with a target to
get 30 more
school shoes for
the school
children

ASFAC TS

be donated soon.. It was
very sad to see young
children going to school
on this condition and we
pray that we may get
more resource to do
more.Another branch of
the Lesotho region took
part in the Lift as you rise
project on the 21st of
March 2012. LP An'soc
managed to buy full
school Uniform i.e. school
shoes, trouser, shirt,
school jersey, 2 pairs of
socks and a school back.
The person who benefited from this project
was from St James Primary school
By Tankiso Chakache
Lesotho GS
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lot, and especially benefited from the overall
perspective that the project gave me. All these
For Jesus said in the scriptures “For small but vitally things
I was hungry and you gave me some- in one place, with the
needed support to withIt is in the vision of the organizathing to eat, I was thirsty and you
tion to be a helping hand to those
gave me something to drink, I was a stand the disturbing
truths. I've never seen
who need assistance through outstranger and you invited me in” Matreaches and projects. The project
thew 25:35, we would all agree with anything like it.
the vision Thandeka had.
“There are so many ways
Lift as you Rise was introduced as
way of giving back to the society.
The project was later in 2011 imple- to give back and some do
not require a lot so as we
ASF Western Cape Region showed mented and all regions were chaldevotion through the project when lenged to take part of it. The current rise up the ladder we
they gave out school uniform to two ASF president Tshepo Mokoka made pull someone up behind
children. The Regional chairperson success of it and made relations with us, in terms of ASF it
may be seen as an ongoYanga Dubasi was accompanied by the ASF mission statement.
ing outreach until we see
members of the region and the ASF “This project forms part of the ASF
progress” Thandeka
president to Kraaifontein where
mission statement as it states that
Mashawama.
they visited Asenathi Zepe’s home
we seek to serve the needs of stuto hand over the school uniform.
dents and communities. We are sure I definitely feel we're
moving forward.
The glow in her face
There's a lot more unand those of her parderstanding... there's
ents when she fitted
less fear and we're
the uniform can never
working on together.
be compared to anything; you could see
The ability to concenhappiness right
trate and to use our
through her face.
time well is everything
if we want to succeed
The story began when
in everything else for
the 50th ASF president
that matter.
Thandeka Mashwama

Lift as you rise
project: WC region

cally intended to help other people as
we rise in our careers, be it in the
smallest form of contribution” she
said.

“To catch the reader's attention, place an

interesting sentence or quote from the story

here.”

had a thought of way
we can give back to a
community and actually taking from the
little that we have to
make other people’s
life go forward. To
help someone doesn’t
necessary mean you have to dig
deep, God appreciates you with your
offer. You would often ask what
could have driven the inspirational
though she had and she explained
it.

that one day when these children go
to tertiary they will be able to recognize ASF for the work done and they
will also be able to want to lift other
young children as they rise” he said.

ASF Western Cape region was the
“I realized that in life we often wait first to turn up for the success of the
project and was a day filled with love,
to have made it to actually then
start thinking about giving back to fun and motivation. I considered myself a relatively well blessed to be
other people hence I sat and
part of the practice, but I learned a
thought of the project which basi-

The question of reaching out has been answered and every time
you respond God
surely sees another
side of you and to
many who cannot, who
are thinking about it,
the experience of giving
back to the community
brings confidence and
urge to do it again and
again.
I have learnt in everything the ends well defined are the secret of
durable success.
Ncumisa Magadla
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Free State region touching young lives

T

with school shoes and we
he lift as you rise are now have uniform that
project started
will be handed out on
very slow and picked up March the 3rd during the
momentum as time went outreach. We work with
on. The Bloemfontein
Mosamaria AIDS Ministries
branch has picked four
to alleviate the backlog the
kids to buy full school
have of school kids that are
uniform for not just school desperately in need of
shoes. We have started
school uniform. The

Welkom branch is working on getting kids to buy full school uniform for. The chairperson’s task
team hit the ground running as the
lift as I rise project was supposed
to be underway now. We are collecting stationery and school bags
to give to the kids as time goes on.
By Neo Phalatsane
Free State Regional Chairperson

Operation abasazi at UWC/CPUT
Welcome back…Orientation
Week, a period which marks the
beginning of the academic year
to which a variety of events are
held to orient and welcome new
students. Students during this
period acclimate themselves to
student life and
introduce themselves to new As
“This set up
per ritual,
ANSOC stall is
was to draw
set up everyday
Anglicans
for a full week to
without even
recruit Anglicans
having to
“Amatshetshi”.
For visibility purarticulate a
poses, the whole
single word”
of that O-week
AN’SOCers put
on their ANSOC/
ASF t-shirts. At our stall we had
the ANSOC Banner, table decorated with Bible, Prayer Book,
Rosaries, News Letters from the
Dioceses, ASFacts, a Cross

right at the centre of the table
and a few posters that say what

Dubasi. They assisted us with the recruitment process and taught us tactics on how to draw people’s attention
and bring them home (ANSOC).

The recruitment process was a bit
slow at first and also because some
students do not attend O-week, however, it went better then we had anticipated. As the O-week was coming to
an end, students showed interested
and they signed up and even old
members that had not been visible
come forth saying that they want to
that they want to come back as there
is no place like home and they assisted get new members. I’m proud
though to say that we have managed
to sustain the new members that we’d
signed
up during O-week.
ANSOC is all about. This set up
was to draw Anglicans without
To all the new members…Welcome to
even having to articulate a single your new home, may it be a pleasant
word.
stay…
To all the old members…Lets keep the
We were graced by the presence
spirit of warmth and the feeling of
of Father Anthony (Our Chaphome away from home alive.
lain), the President of ASF
Tshepo Mokoka and the ReBy C’bosh Mtimka UWC Chairperson
gional Chairperson Yanga
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The ASF General Secretary
Early life
Who are you?
I am Daniel Maimela
Modiba.
How old are you?
Very old: LOL: I am 23 (very
old)
Where were you from?
I am from the Limpopo region
in a village called Thune in the
eastern part of Polokwane.
Where are you studying?
I am a student at the university of Limpopo turfloop
campus
What are you studying
I am an LLB student (law)
Journey with ASF
Where did all begin?
It all started at the University of Limpopo, at Gate 2
when I saw Ansoc poster in
2008. It then moved to M1 lecture hall where they held their
services. But after my 1st service in 2008 I never went back
to Ansoc because in my 1st service they were having financial battles. But in 2009 I was
then an affiliate and active.
Who recruited you?
I can say the executive of 2008
early February through a
poster.
Where did you join
I joined at the university of
Limpopo branch.
Places you have travelled?
Joh: I think maybe we
should say where haven’t I
been to in Southern African
province? I have not been to the
Eastern Cape, Angola and Namibia only. As for Free State
and the Northern Cape I have
been there while going to Cape
Town maybe for 30 to 40 min-

utes.
Things that you have
learnt from ASF?
I have learned a lot from
ASF. I have developed skills
from ASF, I have leadership
skills because of ASF, I can
share everything because of
ASF, I know the Anglican
Communion in details because
of ASF and I have also learned
to be a teacher of the word because of ASF. Here we will
talk until the next morning
because I have really learned
a lot.
From being a member to an
executive?
For me it was easy because
before I served in ASF I
served in various structures.
But the challenges I got in different executives portfolios
that I served in. but I managed to overcome most challenges with the help of God
Serving in the PEC
For the first time in the PEC
2010/2011 I couldn’t manage,
especially on balancing my
time, sometimes I had to skip
tests for PEC meetings and
other logistics because we
where hosting as Limpopo. As
a wise man usually says
‘experience is necessary’, in
this PEC 2011/2012 I am surviving, I have time for ASF
and time for other things. I
must also say it here that this
time I am enjoying my service
to this federation.
Moments you’ll never forget
in this journey?
My first conference in Swaziland, when the president by
then MR Thapelo Mabule was
telling Griff Sithole not to in-

8

timidate him: LOL that moment
always rings a bell, also when
Odwa took Griff out of the conference hall in Lesotho, also my first
time when I stood in front of people
while serving as a chairperson, also
the workshop of Anglicanism that I
attended in 2009 Swaziland conference, ‘oh I l never forget that’ and I
think this also will take time because I have a lot of moments that
are funny and those which where a
learning curve. But there is also
one moment that I never want to
speak about.
What inspires you?
God is my inspirer in all times,
my supporting parents and also
friends in the federation including
you the reader.
Dreams and hopes you have for
the organization?
My dream is to see ASF grow at
a very big pace, my dream is to see
ASF functioning very well at
branches, my dream is to see a
level of unity in all these regions
including my region, I wish to see
all ASFers being one family in God
and not hurt one another, I wish
that the level of intimate relationships be reduced (hope it will be
possible) and I hope the level of
politics and drinking at conferences
will not be there this time
Closing note:
God bless you we will meet very
soon in the Eastern Cape
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My ASF Story

I have known ASF from the age of
11, when my brother, Amos became part of ASF. He was very
active in the structures of ASF and
attended nine ASF provincial conferences in a row. His popularity
in ASF gave me recognition and
made it easy for me to fit into the
organization quickly.
I have been looking up to him ever
since I was a kid, following every
step, being an altar server, being
active in the parish youth and now
ASF was a result of his examples.
I owe him great gratitude for
handing me the batten to continue
where he left off.
It was a privilege to come into
ASF at the time of Nkosinathi
Radebe’s leadership. He founded
ANSOC UJ, diligently served in
the ASF hierarchy as regional
chairperson and ASF President.
At the 50th provincial conference
in Lesotho I heard his passionate
story of established ANSOC UJ at
the Doornfontein campus, which
inspired me to extend the territory
of ANSOC UJ to Kingsway campus. With the grace of God we
managed to register a new
ANSOC at Kingsway campus in
the opening of 2011.
Nkosinathi managed to inspired
confidence in me by simple saying
that he believed in me and that
meant a lot coming from a leader

of his caliber. I have seen how
committed he was, acknowledged
his sacrifices for the sake of Jesus
Christ and I respect and honor his
service. May the Lord also grant
me the same wisdom to inspire
others to serve in the wonderful
name of Jesus Christ.
In January 2011 I was asked to
head the new ANSOC at
Kingsway campus as chairperson
and gladly accepted the call. It was
what I always wanted and it couldn’t have come at a better time because I always wanted to start with
at BEC level, advance to the REC
than later on to the PEC.
Things start well in my term of
office in 2011 but as the year progressed we didn’t progress with it.
I realized that it was because of my
lack of leadership abilities to carry
the branch. I believe firmly that
everything rises and falls on leadership, if a soccer team loses all
the time, the coach will be the first
to be fired, the same applies with
organizations. I therefore take full
responsibility of the branch not
doing well for 2011.
Learning from my mistakes is very
important to my leadership development. I therefore thank ASF for
creating a platform for me to learn
from my mistakes and gain experience.
The University of Johannesburg
has four campuses which are close
to each other and ANSOC UJ is
now registering on two campuses,
Doornfontein and Kingsway. It is
every much achievable to attain
the other two (Soweto and Bunting
road) campus within a year’s time.
It is my dream for ANSOC UJ to
be established in all four campuses
with active membership within my
time at UJ.

ASF leadership is not uniform from
PEC to BEC. This is because ASF
fails to induct their leaders so that
they are on the same page. I think
that ASF should have strategic candidates running for leader at PEC
level to give the overall direction of
ASF.
The portfolio holder for example at
PEC level must communicate with
the same portfolio holder at REC
level, not just for compiling ASFacts and reports but to develop
policies and goals so that we are all
in the same page as a Federation.
The same applies for the portfolio
holder at REC level; he or she
should communicate with the same
portfolio holder at I therefore
BEC level to dethank ASF for
velop tactical and
creating a
operational planning.
platform for
This is how I imagme to learn
ine the leadership
of ASF, working as from my
a team from top to mistakes and
bottom.
May the Lord bless gain
the Anglican Stu- experience.
dents’ Federation
with leadership and
membership that serves in His organization with the inspiration of
the Holy Spirit now and until the
return of Jesus Christ, Amen!
Solomon Manaka
An’soc U J Kingsway Campus

www.anglicanstuden
tsfed.org.za

Organization

MISSION STATEMENT
The Anglican Students’ Federation (ASF) of the Anglican

Anglican Students’ Federation
Primary Business Address
1 Cambridge Street
Zonnebloem
Cape Town

Church of Southern Africa (ACSA) seeks to serve the needs of
students and communities, to proclaim the Gospel of Christ
and to develop mature Christian students for leadership in
church and society. This we do by providing an Anglican
“Home away from Home” on campus, Bible studies, worship,
workshops and conferences. We commit ourselves to building
peace, democracy and justice in Southern Africa.

Phone: 021 469 3765
Fax: 021 465 7688
E-mail: boschc@ctdiocese.org.za

ASF Annual provincial conference and AGM
The Theme for the Provincial conference is KYK TERUG, VERANDER NOU,
BEWEEG VORENTOE” loosely translated in English as “Looking back,
Changing now, moving forward" and
”Olhando para trás, mudando agora,
seguindo em frente" in Portuguese

For this year’s conference we are
looking at a maximum of 180 delegates. To make sure that you are
counted amongst these numbers,
please register as soon as possible.
The registration forms must submitted back to ASF office together with

Venue
The conference will take place at the
Thubalethu High School, Fort Beaufort in the Eastern Cape region.
Conference Dates
Conference will be from the 24th June
till 30th June 2012. The opening
Eucharist will be held on the 24 th June
at 19h00 at the Thubalethu High School
Conference Fees
The conference fee is R650 per Student and Chaplains and R1300 for
ASF friends and bus drivers. This fee
includes accommodation, meals, conference pack and a t/shirt. You are also
requested to bring your own toiletries,
bedding and other things you might
need.

the deposit of R325.00 or the full
conference fee. No registration
form will be considered without a
Deposit. The due date for sending
in your deposits and registration
is 15 May 2012 and no extensions
An’socs will be liable for members who will be allowed.
paid deposits and not attend the conferDeposits can be made into the
ence.
following banking account:
The conference fee/deposit is nonAnglican Student’s Federation
refundable
Standard bank
Deposits

Acc. No: 070 275 629
Branch code: 020009
Cape Town branch
Please fax the deposit slip/proof of
payment to the office
VCT
This conference will have the VCT station
for 5 full days. More information will be
supplied at conference. Students are reminded that you do not have to test but
you can still go for pre counselling to prepare you and encourage yourselves. We
need to pray for this as it is still a touching issue and as ASF we have taken a
stand that we will know our status and
live a positive life. The chaplains will be
available to talk and guide students during the conference.
Each region is requested to prepare an
envelope (Mojikelo) of R500.
As you prepare for conference please
note the following:



No political structures {t-shirts} and
caps will be worn, for the duration of the
conference
No political jargon to be used during conference when calling fellow ASFers e.g.
chief or comrade, strictly brother or fellow ASFer or name of a person.
For more info please contact the ASF
head office @ 021 469 3765/80

